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1 Introduction
on the concept of entil fusy ets', a discretetime
Based
model for a siz~_e.nput s
fussy relational
-output (SISO)

sytem may be written as [1]

y(t) = y(t-r,)o...oS(t- r,)ou(t-r)o...ou(t-nr.)oR (1)
where y( ) is the system output, u(4) is the system input and
the
and the outputs, which
R is the rdation

inputs
will enable the response computation. The smbol os denotes
the fusy composition operato. Note that r1 ad r of are the
s
ng ti
(dea) of the output and input and n and
and the numeaOr order,
the
n
tively, of the discrete, input-output systeL The fusy
mode idqiflcation consided in thi pap ildesf
order
identificatio and fsy relatio ideaticsion.
2 Fuzzy Order Identiflction
The method proposed for order identification is baed on the idea
that the number of conflicting PAM rule should be very small
if the parmeters used to generate the PAM rules are correct.
FAM rules can be geerated usng the DCL-AVQ algrithm [2].
Synaptic vectors are distributed into FAM cels by the adaptive
FAM rule generation procedure. Idealy, in each PAM cell, for
a given input fusy st, the output fussy set should be unique.
However, very often different fussy sets occurs in one FAM cell.
When this situation takes plac, we say that there are conflicti
PAM rules.
Conceptually it is clear that fewer the number of such conflicting rules, better the model. This can also be explained by
examinig the following equation which has often been used to
validate a fussy model:
p
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Abstract
This pap prests methods for ide yin the sructure of a
fussy model and detrminio of a fus ruleset which ma
input data to output data of a dynamic qtm. The structure
identification is based on the evaluation of 'conflicting rule' in
aociative memory (AM) cel and the pmay ruleaociative ymemy
ei ob by using the ulapti f
(AF&M) method. A neural-network-based erro mpensto is
veloped to improve the accuracy of thefusy model.
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be g ratd in the FAM cells. The detailed imp eion of
is desribed in Section 4, through a numerical
this pr
example.

3 Fuzzy Relation Identification
dling is to derive a primary fussy rulThe W isue in fu
set which can be uWsd to map input data to output data. This.
give the "rlation' of the fussy modeL We will first gerae
such a rulest by diretly using the AFAM method, and then
prOpose a method to improve the accuracy of the f model.

Primary Ruleset Generation
The pastion of the primary ruleset can be accomlised
in the fo gthre Btages:
1. Determine the quantisation level and estimate the mem-

bership functions.

2. Given the input-output mmple vectors, us the DCLAVQ
agorithm to find the patern-cla centoids.
3. Partition the product space into FAM cells. Sum up the
fus
ts in each cell and employ the centroidal deussification which is given by the following equation:
GX | A |)
EX

ISAWz

(3)

where i is a cnrsp scalar vue, X is a finite set ith geneic

elment : and I4A(z) is the membership grade ;A at a.
Once the primary rulest is obtained, the systm is considered
to be linguistically identified. For a given wt of input data, how
to predict the output using the fuzsy model is addrsed next.

Output Prediction and Accuracy Analysis
A
g that a fuss-st pair (A, B) is associated with the
input-output pair and M is a fusy asociative memory matrix,
fus-set B can be obtained by the compositional rule of inference; thus
B = A oM,
(4)
m
functhe
through
sup-win
bership
composition,
Specifically,
tion of B can be obtained by

(j(i)

_

l(i))2.

(2)

Here P represents an accuracy meaurement for a given fusy
model, N is the number of sapiUng points, 9(i) is the deussified model output at the i' data point, and y(i) is the i" nonfusy observation. A aller P value represents a more ccurate
model.
In the process of adaptive FAM rule generation, when sample
points with more than one fusy set appear in a PAM cell, the
consequent fusy ets in eac cell are summed and the centroidal
defussification is employed. The coequent fsy set for ach
PAM rule is that output fussy-et value with the centroid nearest
to the defusified centroid of the corponding cell. It is obvious
that a greater error is introduced in this proce to tho sample
points which had different fuy sets fom the fu t assigned
to the FAM cel, and conequently larger P is resulted.
Therfore the isue of fusy order identification becoe a
problem of looking for delays r1 and r and the system order
parameters n, and n, at which the number of conflicting FAM
rules is a minimum, In other words we are looking fr values
of ,r,, n,
v, and n. with which the most compact peaks can
2246

PB(Y)

=

SUP Min (PA(z),pM(:,Y))
y EY

(5)

represents the membership function of the output variable, PA is the pmem p function of the input vaiable, and
PW is the memberhip function of M. The mberhip function of M is formed by the constituent membership functions,
the 'min' operation for implication. This method of obtaining M is analogous to model identification in conventinal
hard control. The inference process of obtaining B is analogous
to the output prediction using the identified model. If certain
condition are stisfied, a perfect recall can be achieved.
However, since the fusy model ues discretised variables, the
accuracy that can be achieved is usually low with a given set of
membership functions. This paper proposes to use a neuralnetwo (NN) based error compensator to improve the model
accuracy. The basic principle is briefly descrbed here. In the
trining p'hase, the crisp input signal is fed into the sy model
which genrates the predicted fussy output. The input ignal
fussy output 9 and the reference output y(t)
u(t), the predicted
are then fed into the fusy NN for the traning phase. Once
the NN is trained, a group of weights are derived, which can be
wIhre

In this phas,
subsequently use in the on-line operation
input is fed into the fusy model and a crisp output is generated
by the f NN.
4 Experimental Results
The gs furnace data of Box and Jenkin have often bee use
a stadard for the validation of identification technique. As
desribed in Section 2, the technique used to identify the system orde is baed on the evaluation of conflicting FAM rules.
imen, FAM cells a defined as follws. The input
In this
fo rate -2.716 <= u(t) <= 2.834 is divided into five uniintervals [-2.716, -1.606), [-1.606, -0.496), [-0.496,0.614),
f0.614, 1.724), [1.724 2.834], which respecti y represent NH
tve
), NL (neative low), Z (sero), PL (poitive low)
sad PH (positive hi)
ilarl the outt CO concentration p(t) is partitioed into five unio intervals [45.6, 48.68),
[48.58, 51.56), [51.56, 54.54), [654, 57.52),[7.52, 60.5], which
a VS (vy small), SM (smallb,
awe l
(medium), LG
(larg) and VL (very large).

Having ietified the sysm order of the gs furnac data in
this m r, we can conclude that the rule have the following
strcture:
(y(t - 1),u(t - 5)) =. y(t).
To generate the primary rulest, triangle ebership functions
are used for the fussy sets of the input and output variable, respectively. By using AFAM, the primary ulest consisting of 21
rule is obtained. Compositional rule of infce and the centroidal defication method are then applied to generate the
predicted output. Figure 2(a) shows the deired output (denoted
by yd in the figure and shown as a olid line) and the predictel
output V (denoted by yr in the figure and shown as a broken line)
by the fuy model. To improve the accuracy of the fusy model,
a neural-network-bad rro compn tor is then incorporated.
Figure 2(b) shows the deired output (in solid line) and the outa)
-
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YAM ruls, tw pro
To evaluate the
h
d, which are
t a" t
u Methd
dev
,ad the SigatO-Nee Ratio M.thM
Sharpam Method: Suppose that XI re nts the interval which ha the lrget number of rules. The srp of a
FAM cel is defined as

I.

?I

(6)
al(RP- PI%) + 2(R4- aR.)
where up reprsn the arpes of a FAM cell, 14 is the number of rules in XI, A. is the number of rles
nm te immediate
neighborhOo f XI, R, the nrt nei ood of XI and a,
G n alpa deote scalng factors. Thesm dn
by SP)
of the degree of
oi op in all FAI cell represent a
confict bet1wee rules. It is clea that a larger SP repre ts a
smalle Confict between ruls
Figure 1(a) gphicaly sh the distribution of the SP valrepr
ue. Eac
the variation of the SP value with
reyect to the normlised input delay r, for a specific value for
nmaliad r, the top curve being for r1 = 1. It can be easily
mm thathe m_i'u SP is achieved wnr = 5 and r, = 1.
(aL)
(b)
Sp =

I

I

Figure 2: The desired output and the output predicted
by the fusy model. a) Without the NN compensator.
b) With the NN compensator.

put by the fusy model with the NN-cpensator (denoted by
pu and shown in broken line). By using the method of fusy
model validation, a expressed by equation (2), the fus model
with an NN-cmensat can provide an accuracy of P = 0.1.

5 Conclusionm
A fusy model may be applied to control and te complex syspl
tems including
known, and nol;near yeSwith
time-varying ch tics. Such a model s d p adw
tive and e-lerning characteristics m general. Neural works
are applicabl in this context. In this paper, we have explored
the use of AFAM for the model identification of a fusy stem
A method to identify the qstem strctue based an the evaluation of conflicti FAM rules, was
After identifying
the stem order (sructure), a
d
rulet can be
U g the AFAM method. Use of the fuy model to predict the
system output wa decribed, and a mehod was pr nted to
improve the model accuracy. E imental data were usd to
validate the hods. The results shoed th the hods can
be useful in pactical applications. Devlopment of special neural
network architectures that can tune the m
sip functions
optimay and at the satin take carsIof the rule
wil
be useful. The behavior of such neural network canbe easily
interpreed in the form of fusy if-then uel
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Fipure 1: Graphs of the variation of SP and SN for differeat r, and r,. a) Sharpness method. b) Signlto-noise
ratio mthod.

"Sigalto-Noise" Ratio Method: The Shar Method
is applicable when the order parameters n, and nu of the sysm
re knwn. The Signal-to-Nois Ratio Method is pplicable even
w
the orde paametes are not known. The Signl-to-Noise
Ratio (SN) is defined as
SN=£

"=1 Rc

-L-

(7)
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